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Abstract—This paper evaluates different analog-digital beam-
forming solutions for future spectrum sharing mm-wave sce-
narios. In contrast to sub-6 GHz multiantenna schemes where
all-digital solutions provide an excellent performance-cost trade-
off, in the mm-wave bands where a very large number of
antennas is required, all-digital designs cannot be deployed due
to their cost and complexity. In order to solve this problem, sub-
array solutions are conceived such that a reduced number of
radiofrequency chains are simultaneously connected to different
antennas through an analog beamforming network formed by
phase shifters (i.e. with no amplitude control). Different connec-
tivity solutions are evaluated; namely, full-connected, localized
and interleaved considering that either the phase shifters have full
resolution or only one control bit. As reported in the paper, while
for the full resolution case the same performance is obtained
for all connectivity schemes, in case the phase shifters have one
control bit, differences show up. The numerical evaluation is
done with an alternating feasible point pursuit successive convex
approximation (FPP-SCA) optimization which yields to efficient
solutions even for this non-convex optimization problem.

Index Terms—Hybrid analog-digital beamforming, mm-wave
beamforming, interference rejection.

I. INTRODUCTION

Millimeter wave (mm-wave) communications are foreseen
as one of the main technology enablers for future 5G networks
since they can cope with the required higher throughputs
thanks to their large relative bandwidths. However, due to
the large path-loss experienced at those frequencies, mm-wave
communications must rely on high gain steerable antennas
in both access and backhaul networks. In the backhaul case,
large beamforming arrays are being investigated jointly with
interference mitigation techniques for certain spectrum sharing
mm-wave scenarios [1], [2]. As a matter of fact, digital
beamforming (DBF) antenna arrays offer the best performance
in terms of beamforming capabilities. Unfortunately, the high
gain requirements of mm-waves translate in high number of
antennas that make the DBF solution unaffordable in terms of
cost and complexity. At the other end, analog beamforming
(ABF) has a limited processing capability (i.e. the one offered
by the analog components) and their implementations become
bulky and lossy when the number of antennas is large. In this
context, current investigations have been focusing on hybrid
analog-digital beamforming (HADBF) which allows balancing
the number of RF chains, the size of the analog beamforming
networks and the processing capabilities.

Most relevant works on this area are surveyed in [3]. Inter-
estingly, in many cases a full-array configuration for the analog

beamformer has been considered in spite of their extreme
implementation complexity due to the connection of each RF
chain with each antenna element. Moreover, the insertion loss
of the power combiners at the input of each antenna element
is usually neglected what results in an overestimation of the
full-array performance [4].

In this paper, we evaluate the performance of different
HADBF solutions, including the full-array configuration with
a proper insertion loss modelling as well as localized and
interleaved subarrays. Moreover, as a lower cost solution, we
consider the use of aggressive quantization down to 1 bit
for the analog phase shifters. In contrast with most of the
works reviewed in [3], we address the cognitive beamforming
optimization [5]. Therefore, our aim is to maximize the gain
at a desired angle while limiting the gain at interfered angles
below a given threshold.

HADBF optimization for spectrum sharing system have
been investigated recently by the authors [6], [7]. To the best
of authors knowledge the works in [6], [7] are the first ones
devoted to the HADBF cognitive optimization. Previously,
[5] presented the optimization problem when an all-digital
transceiver is considered. The proposed method is based on
feasible point pursuit successive convex approximation (FPP-
SCA) [8], a method for approximately solve non-convex
quadratically constraint quadratic programs (QCQP) without
any a prior knowledge of a feasible point. Precisely, we
propose an alternating optimization that iteratively solves non-
convex QCQPs with FPP-SCA. This method is not depicted
in this paper but the reader can refer to [9] for further details.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the
mathematical system model; Section III details the HADBF
solutions considered; Section IV explains the optimization
method used; and Section V shows the numerical simulation
results. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Let us assume a spectrum sharing backhauling network
where a transmitter is equipped with Q antennas. The receive
signal of an intended user can be modelled as

y = γd
√
PhHd vsd + nd, (1)

where v ∈ CQ×1 is the transmit beamforming vector, P is the
transmit power , hd ∈ CQ×1 is the vector channel, γd is the
path-loss between the transmitter and the intended receiver
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and nd is the additive white zero mean unit variance white
Gaussian noise. The transmitter sends a unit norm symbol and
it is denoted by sd. Similarly to the intended user, we assume
there are a set of K interfered users. The channel vector of
the k-th interfered user is denoted by

hik , k = 1, . . . ,K (2)

For the channel matrix we assume the model provided in
[10] which addresses multiantenna microwave backhaul links
deployed in ’above roof top’ scenarios. In particular, the
channel matrix can be written as

h =

S+1∑
n=1

αnak(θn, ϕn), (3)

where S is the total number of scatters, αn the complex gain
of the n-th scatter, ak ∈ CQ×1 is the steering vector of the
transmit antenna array. The steering vector depends on the
angles of departure (AoD), θn, ϕn. For n = 1 it is consider
that the channel is deterministic and it can be obtained via a
geometrical reasoning. Precisely, it is assumed that α1 = 1
and θ1, ϕ1, can be computed by knowing the relative position
of the transmitter and the receiver. For n > 1, the channel
offers a random behaviour based on the first ray (n = 1). In
this case, the amplitude values can be modelled as

αn = Ane
ψnj , (4)

where An is Rayleigh distributed with mean γl/10 and ψn is
uniformly distributed from 0 to 2π. Moreover, it is assumed
that the number of scatters is fixed and it is S = 4. Finally,
the AoDs for the different scatters n > 1 are perturbed by an
additive Gaussian random variable of zero mean and 5 degrees
of standard deviation. The steering vector a depends on the
antenna array structure and the element spacing. In this paper
we consider the simplest array structure, i.e. the uniform linear
array (ULA).

III. HYBRID ANALOG-DIGITAL STRUCTURES

Figures 1, 2 and 3 depict the three HADBF schemes evalu-
ated in this paper. Targeting low cost solutions, it is assumed
that, in all cases, the analog beamformers only perform phase
control through the use of phase shifters. In a first step full
resolution phase shifters are considered. Then the impact of
aggressive phase quantization is studied assuming low cost
1-bit phase shifters. The localized subarray (Fig. 1) is the
traditional corporate feed network in which each RF feeds
a contiguous set of antennas. In this way each feed only uses
part of the total aperture, so its array factor suffers from beam
widening and reduced gain. In the interleaved scheme (Fig.
2), each RF feeds a non-contiguous subarray. In this case,
each feed uses the whole aperture but with large spacing
between elements, which creates grating lobes in its array
factor. Finally, in the full array configuration (Fig. 3) each RF
feeds all array elements. To this end, the signal coming from
each RF is divided in Q branches and goes through a phase
shifter. Then a power combiner at the input of each antenna
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Fig. 1. Localized hybrid analog-digital solution.
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Fig. 2. Interleaved hybrid analog-digital solution.

combines the NRF phase shifted signals intended for each
antenna. This solution requires QNRF phase shifters, NRF
Q-way power dividers, Q NRF -way power combiners and
the interconnection of all these modules. As a result its cost
and complexity may become unaffordable as the number of
antennas goes large, as required in mm-wave communications.
On the contrary, subarray schemes only need Q phase shifters
and NRF (Q/NRF )-way power dividers. In this case, the RF
crossings required in the interleaved subarray may increase the
size and complexity of the beamforming network with respect
to the localized one, which must be seen as the most cost
effective solution. Moreover, the full array beamforming net-
work may suffer larger insertion loss than the subarrays. This
is due to the presence of the power combiners which ideally
present an insertion loss of 10 log (NRF ). This loss is only
totally compensated in the case that the signals to be combined
are equal. In order to properly model this, we consider that
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Fig. 3. Full connected hybrid analog-digital solution.

the QNRF paths from each RF to each power combiner are
affected by a 1√

QNRF
amplitude factor in the full array scheme,

whereas the Q paths of the subarray schemes experience only
a factor of

√
NRF

Q . Note that here only the ideal insertion loss
of dividers and combiners are taken in account. Other sources
of loss such as phase shifters or Ohmic losses would only scale
the results and are neglected for simplicity. As detailed in the
next section, for a fair comparison we apply power constraints
at the input of the analog beamforming networks, thus the
power amplifiers shown in Fig.1-3 are assumed to provide a
constant gain which is neglected in the power modelling.

An a priori evaluation of the three schemes for the single
stream scenario considered in this paper yields the following
conclusions:

• With full resolution phase shifters the analog beamform-
ers of the three solutions can provide full phase control. In
contrast, only the full array analog beamfomer provides
full amplitude control. This occurs when the powers
at the output of the digital beamformers are equal, so
the amplitude is controlled by the combination of two
equal amplitude phasors. The subarray schemes can only
control the amplitude in subarray blocks by changing the
powers at the outputs of each RF chain.

• With 1-bit phase shifters, each antenna in the subarray
schemes can present two phase states: θ or θ + π, being
θ the phase at the output of the RF chain to which the
antenna is connected. In contrast, each antenna in the full
array configuration can present up to 2NRF phase states
(if the phases at the RF chains outputs are all different).

IV. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

This paper focuses on the interference-constraint optimiza-
tion problem where the array gain is maximized in the intended
user channel vector while kept under a certain threshold to the

non-intended one. For the full analog or full digital case, the
optimization problem becomes

maximize
v

|hHd v|2

subject to

|hikv|2 ≤ ϵk k = 1, . . . ,K,

v ∈ A,

(5)

where ϵk is the maximum acceptable interference level for
the k-the interference. The feasible set A varies whenever we
target the full-digital optimization

Adigital : |[v]i|2 ≤ Pmax i = 1, . . . , Q, (6)

or a full-analog design

Aanalog : |[v]i|2 = Pmax i = 1, . . . , Q, (7)

where Pmax is the maximum available power for each antenna.
For the analog case and due to the equality constraints, the
optimization problem in (5) is non-convex and it requires
advanced techniques for approximately solve it [6], [8]. Con-
cretely, we propose a variation of FPP-SCA in [8]. For more
details, the reader can refer to [11]. When an hybrid analog-
digital beamforming design is targeted, the optimization prob-
lem shall be reconsidered. Mathematically, it can be modelled
as follows

maximize
P,w

|hHd Pw|2

subject to

|hikPw|2 ≤ ϵk k = 1, . . . ,K,

P ∈ P,
w ∈ W,

(8)

where P ∈ CQ×NRF refers to the analog processing part and
w ∈ CNRF×1 to the digital processing part. Depending on
the considered cases, we have different alternatives to P and
W . In particular, two different power constraint alternatives
are considered. A per-RF power constraint that limits the
maximum power injected by each RF chain to the analog
beamformer, and a sum-power constraint that limits the total
power injected to it.

Wper-RF : |[w]i|2 ≤ Pmax-RF i = 1, . . . , NRF , (9)

Wsum-RF : ∥w∥2 ≤ Pmax-RFNRF , (10)

where Pmax-RF is the maximum available power per RF chain.
It is important to remark the substantial difference between this
power control and other approaches such as [12], [13], [14].
While in this paper we fix our attention to the maximum power
delivered by to the analog beamformer, in [12], [13], [14] a
flexible sum-power interchange between antennas is consid-
ered with no restriction over the maximum delivered power to
the analog beamformer. In this context, this paper proposal is
able to fairly evaluate the beamforming network efficiency as
it keeps the delivered power to the analog beamformer under
a certain common threshold for all considered architectures.



For the analog part, we consider the following feasible sets
such as

Pfull : |[P]m,n|2 = α, (11)

Pinterleaved : |[P]m,n|2 = [1λ ⊗ βINRF ]m,n, (12)

Plocalized : |[P]|2 = [βINRF
⊗ 1λ]m,n, (13)

for m = 1, . . . , Q n = 1, . . . , NRF and

λ =
Q

NRF
, (14)

which is assumed to be an integer value. Moreover,

α =
1

QNRF
, β =

NRF
Q

, (15)

which are the array losses as described in the previous section.
The optimization problem in (8) is a difficult non-convex
QCQP problem. The authors propose a method for solving
it via an alternating optimization and FPP-SCA. The method
is described in [9] and it presents similar performance to [7]
while substantially reducing the computational time.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

This section describes the performance evaluation of the
different HADBF schemes presented in this paper. In all cases,
only one interference has been considered and the we set
ϵ = −30 dB. In all evaluations we depict the empirical cumu-
lative distribution function (ECDF) based on 200 Monte Carlo
runs. In each run, the line-of-sight angle of the intended and
the interference are randomly uniformly placed between -90
and 90 degrees and the scatters are formed by the mentioned
backhaul channel model as described in Section II. Moreover,
the figure of merit presented is the array gain

Array Gain [dB] = 20 log
(
|hHd Pw|

)
. (16)

Note that both array gain and interference level take in con-
sideration the contributions of all four scatterers. For the sake
of simplicity an uniform linear array structure has been con-
sidered. First, Figure 4 shows the array gain with both an all-
digital beamforming with per antenna power constraints and an
all-analog phase-only design, both with Q = 8 antennas. It can
be observed from the figure that both schemes show a very
similar performance. In other words, the pure phase control
(i.e. analog beamforming) offers almost the same performance
of phase and amplitude control (i.e. digital beamforming
solution). Therefore, in case the analog beamforming network
is formed by full resolution phase shifters all HADBF schemes
will show almost the same performance behavior since all
provide full phase control as discussed in Section III. In this
context, the designer shall opt to the localized scheme as it is
the one with lowest complexity and cost. On the other hand,
in the extreme low cost case in which the analog beamforming
network can only set 1 or -1 values to their phase shifters (i.e.
one bit control), we observe a substantial difference between
the all-digital case and the all-analog one bit solution. This is
depicted in Figure 5 where the HADBF solutions are also
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Fig. 5. Array gain empirical CDF comparison with per-RF power control
with Q = 8 and NRF = 2 with one interference randomly located.

plotted considering the per-RF power control and Q = 8,
NRF = 2. Remarkably, all HADBF solutions with one bit
phase shifters only present a 2.5 dB performance loss with
respect to the full resolution beamforming solution in the 50%
percentile. No relevant differences are observed among them.
The full connected solution performs slightly worse in high
array gain regions and rather better in low gain regions. Note
that this last region correspond to intended users close to ± 90
degrees, which are affected by beam widening, or to very close
intended and interfered locations. For the sum-RF solution,
Figure 6 presents the results and the same conclusion can be
drawn as for the per-RF digital power control. In light of the
results, again the designer shall opt to implement the scheme
with lowest complexity: the localized sub-array solution.

We now evaluate a larger antenna array with Q = 32 and
NRF = 8. For this, we place the interference value closer
to the intended direction: uniformly distributed among -15
and 15 degrees close to the intended line-of-sight direction.
The results are reported in Figure 7. Impressively, the array
gain offered by the hybrid solutions is very close to the all-
digital beamforming even though we only use one bit control
phase shifters. Moreover, the performance gain compared to
the analog beamforming design is very large. Among the
different HADBF schemes, the full connected solution offers
a larger array gain over all possible array gain values. A
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possible explanation for this change of behavior, is that with
the antenna increase, the number of possible phase states of the
full connected solution also increases, as discussed in Section
III, what permits balancing the also larger insertion losses.
However, the performance gain of the full connected scheme
over the subarray solution is so low that cannot justify its
implementation cost and complexity. Again, the localized sub-
array solution offers the best performance cost trade-off.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper evaluates different HADBF network solutions
from the cost and performance perspective considering a
tentative spectrum sharing application. All schemes are eval-
uated via an alternating FPP-SCA method which is able to
yield to efficient solutions yet preserving a low computational
complexity. The results show that when full resolution phase
shifters are considered, the performance of all-analog and all-
digital schemes are very similar, thus HADBF only provides
a balance in terms of complexity but not in performance. In
contrast, when low cost 1-bit phase shifters are used, HDABF
permits achieving a performance close to all-digital beamform-
ing and significantly better than all-analog schemes. Among
the different HADBF solutions, very similar performances
are observed. Therefore, for the considered scenario, it is

concluded that the localized subarray scheme provides the best
cost effective solution. Note that the presented results are based
on a given optimization method that does not yield to a global
optimal solution. Such solution is still an open problem.
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